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  In this research, corporations in Japan and the United States are compared in 
terms of specific labor issues: wage system, efficient productivity with working 
morale and corporate loyalty.  The purpose is to examine the applicability of 
currently favored theories.  Unexpectedly, however, during the writing of this 
volume,  New York City’s Wall Street shook with the collapse of Lehman 
Brothers in September of 2008, and the repercussions moved like a financial 
tidal wave covering the globe.   

It appears to me, these problems were the imbalances (such as exorbitant 
CEO wages) as consequence of the myopic vision of merit rating systems in the 
US.  It is therefore worth revisiting the benefits of the Japanese long-term merit 
system, as has been done in this research where issues of labor management 
have been explored. 

In general, the employee’s evaluation systems of the US are relatively 
short-term merit system as compared to the Japanese long-term evaluation 
system.  As regards human resource management, these evaluation systems 
are effectively linked to the wage system and educational human development 
such as OJT in Japan.  Nonetheless, one outcome of this research has been 
the observation that these different systems have been undergoing modification, 
and are no longer as extremely divergent as before.  

It appears, therefore, that for any countries that have different cultural 
structures, the long-term merit rating system associated with Japanese 
efficiency management is likely to be increasingly important for the educational 
development and sustained morale of its core workers, especially in terms of 
maintaining loyalty under the innovation.  Thus it is imperative to give 
consideration to a management philosophy which addresses employee welfare, 
particularly in threatening economic conditions. 
 
Ｉ Personnel Management in Japan and US 
 
Generally speaking, it is reasonable to speculate that the situation of variant 

ethnic and racial composition of workers in the US necessitated specified 
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working contracts in contrast to the situation in Japan the workforce was 
perceived as homogeneous, facilitating implicit communication regarding work. 
This fundamental feature of the characteristics of available labor force has been 
delineated by numerous of scholars in their investigations, and I have tried to 
summarize the major features. 

For example, Group focused organization such as Japanese corporations 
feature a personal management system associated with long-term employment, 
seniority wage/promotion, teamwork, OJT, flexible working situation without 
definite job description and so on. Universities take only a limited role in training 
of future managers; companies are expected to provide training for new 
employees (with long-term perspective). By contrast, Individual-focused 
organizations of US companies provide clear contracts with a definite job 
description, merit-rating systems by result and so on. 

Though, of course, according to each company and country, we can see 
different cases which are distinct from these generalities, there is nonetheless 
substantial weight of similarity in termed of personnel employment systems, as 
has been shown by numerous investigations of distinctive characteristics of 
foreign companies in Japan1? 
 
Ⅱ Efficiency management system between Japan and the United States 
 
 The expression “Efficiency Management”, which I have used here, is closely 
related with systems of personnel employment, education and wages. For 
instance, most corporations in Japan have several distinctive features as follows. 
Workers expect to remain with his employer until designated retirement age. 
This, however, is only a custom and is not prescribed by the law.  
Layoffs are perceived as the last resort for handling managerial difficulties. 
Japanese companies prefer a long-term employment practice in which the 
duration of the working period is closely linked to the raise in wages. Under the 
seniority wage system, promotion and raises in salaries are affected by, and 
strongly tied to, the length of service in his company. Many companies does not 
factor in previous work experience in determining salary and/or position when 
workers switch employers (so far fewer people seek to change jobs). Moreover, 
the starting salary for newly employed school graduates is fundamentally based 

                                                  
1 Tomokazu Sakumoto, Formative Process of Japanese Business Management, Okinawa 

International University, College Department Memorial Paper, 1997. 
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on school career and the employee’s age at graduation. The wage level is not 
related to the labor market unlike US. Every employee is appreciated for his/her 
ability, and potentiality. Yet since the job content isn’t clearly specified, wages are 
not related specific kinds of job. 
 For example, most corporations in Japan have several features as follows. 
Employees take jobs with an employer after graduating school and continue with 
that employer until retirement age. It is only a custom and is not prescribed on 
the contract. Layoffs are the last resort of dealing with managerial difficulties. At 
least Japanese company has long termed employment practice in which working 
period is closely related with wage raise. Under the seniority wage system 
salaries and positions rise with the length of service within the company. It is 
strongly tied to promotions and pay raises. Many companies do not recognize 
previous work experience when workers switch jobs (so far few people change 
jobs). And also new salary after graduate school is based on school career and 
ages. Wage level is not related with labor market. Every employee has ability 
appraisal and so on. Job content is not so clear so that wage is not related with 
kinds of job unlike US. This is the reason why employee works in his company, 
not with job. 

Whereas Corporations in the US employ in time needed and Salary and 
wage level is based on Labor market, working period is not so influenced with 
wage. By contrast, employees in US corporations can be laid off easily in times 
of trouble. Corporations also seek to acquire suitable employees by providing 
them with competitive salaries. However, this situation of strategic individual 
career development among in US employees can make long-term management 
planning difficult, can result in resentment and loss of loyalty among workers, 
and contributes to instability and uncertainty both in the corporation and among 
employees. 

It seems that these differences mentioned above derive from perceptions and 
expectations of ability. It is therefore better to consider concepts of ability with 
analyzing both types of employment systems. In the case of wage systems, the 
concept of personal ability contributes as followings. The fundamental elements 
of a wage system can be seen as affected by existed ability (E), potential ability 
(P), Job evaluation (J) and individual evaluation (I). The specific wage system is 
decided according to the degree of emphasis on each of these four factors. For 
example, emphasis to E and I, results in payment for skill and knowledge 
whereas emphasis on P and J, results in payment reflecting the working period. 
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In the case of strong E and J, there is payment for the Job and performance as 
against to a strong P and I, which results in payment for personal ability and 
qualification. These factors are closely related with formation of each wage 
system of Japan and US corporations.  Simply speaking, we can consider the 
US wage system to be strongly reflective of E and J in contrast to a strong 
influence of P and I in the case of Japan.  

Figure 1 
Existed Ability (E)

Pay for Job Pay for Skill and Know ledge

   Pay for Perform ance Broad Banding Pay  

   

  

 Pay for Seniority and Service  

 

Period W age Range

Pay for Personal Ability

Pay for Q ualification

Potential Ability (P)

Job Evaluation (J) Individual Evaluation (I)

Japanese
C om pany

US C om pany

 
 
   Recently, in Japan, workers remain supportive of long-termed employment 

and seniority wages/promotion. According to the survey of Labor Institute in 
20072, for example, more than 86% of employees hope to remain in long termed 
employment until retirement. Additionally, over 71% of employees are willing to 
accept seniority system for the maintenance of their living status. This situation 
shows us working attitudes of Japanese workers keeping long termed 
employment system without definite contract. 
Figure 2 

                                                  
2 The Japan Institute for Labor Policy and Training “Kinro Seikatsu ni kansuru 

Cyosa”2004、7. random selected in national 4,000 over 20 ages  
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Trend of Longtim e Em ploym ent and S eniority S ystem
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And also similar investigation viewed from the position of the companies, 
Almost 96% of Japanese company are trying to keep lifetime employment 
system with seniority. And also almost 76% company retain longtime 
employment with employee training by company cost because of important for 
Japanese company to be able to succeed indefinitely in the future3. 
Table 2 

1997 2007

Em ployee Training by C om pany

Under the longtirm e Em ploym ent

Em ployee Training by Em ployee

Under the longtirm e Em ploym ent

Q uestinare is 173 com pany of 2,388(7.2%)

Year
Policy for Em ploym ent and Training in H ouse (%)

Em ploy in tim e com pany need

Source：Japan Productivity C enter “Nihonteki Jinji Seido no G enjo to Kadai ” 2008.

1.70.0

23.7 76.7

49.0 19.8

 
 We will see the cases of wage differentials between Japan and US. 
 
Ⅱ Case study in Wage system between Japan and the United States 
 
  As we realized above, Japanese wage system was closely related with 
longtime evaluation and employee training against pay for job system in US. 
Recently, Japanese wage system is coming to multi-system as follows. 
 
�  Multi-Wage System in Japan 
                                                  
3 Source：Japan Productivity Center “Nihonteki Jinji Seido no Genjo to Kadai ” 2008. 
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Recently wage system in Japan chose multi-style combined lots of wage 

systems to keep employee’s training in house under the long-termed employment 
system. As case of general workers, we have seniority system (61.9%), ability 
(80.9), and Job content (56.7) and so on although percentage of personal 
elements such as seniority and potential ability is gradually decreased in 2007 
survey. It seems that these payments are overlapping in each companies. 
Table 1 

2000 2001 2003 2005 2007

Pay for Seniority （M anager） 72.8 N/A N/A N/A 33.5

 （Not M anager） 72.8 N/A N/A N/A 61.9

Pay for Ability （M anager） 82.4 82.4 60.6 57.5 74.5

 （Not M anager） 87.0 87.0 69.3 70.1 80.9

Pay for Job （M anager） 43.9 43.9 53.4 61.0 72.3

（Not M anager） 24.9 24.9 34.3 40.9 56.7

Pay for Annual Salary 25.2 34.8 35.1 37.4 N/A

C om petency （2001 M anager） 5.6 5.6 20.7 29.1 23.1

M ultiple Pay System  in Japan　（％）

 Q uestionare is 173 / 2,388 com pany (7.2%). Answer is　「 Already Do」 and 「still continue」.

　Japan Productivity C enter  “Nihonteki Jinji Seido no G enjo to Kadai” 2000～2008.  
 And also according to a questionnaire of Ministry of Health, Labour and 

welfare in 2009, Wage determinants of general workers is composed with Job 
content (72.7%), Job ability(69.3), Job achievement (46.6), School career(65.4), 
Seniority(63.7) in order. Factors for determination are not so divergent between 
manager and non manager. It shows us multi-style wage components. 
Table 2 

M anager Job C ontent Job Ability Achievm ent School Seniority

1998 70.1 69.6 55.1 72.6 NA
2001 72.8 79.7 64.2 73.9 72.5
2009 77.9 69.9 46.9 55.9 54.9

Non M anager Job C ontent Job Ability Achievm ent School Seniority

1998 68.8 69.2 55.3 78.5 NA
2001 70.6 77.3 62.3 80.6 79.0
2009 72.7 69.3 46.6 65.4 63.7

M inistry of Health, Labour and welfare “Syuro Jouken C yosa” 1998～2009.

W age  D eterm inants  （％）

Q uestionare(2009) is 4,321 / 6,147 com pany (70.3%).  
According to a survey of the Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training 

to 15,000 company, the wage-affecting elements of Job content and personal 
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ability were seen to increase in contrast to the decrease of human elements 
(school and seniority), though we can see long contribution still alive in the 
future. 
Figure 1 

Transition of W age System  in Japan
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Each system in Figure 1 means as follows. 
Personal Ability means wage system in great account of personal owned 

functional performance with potentiality. Job content means payment for job. 
Personal elements include age, working period and school career and so on. 
Short achievement is result of working within one year. Role of position means 
expectation for working position. Long contribution is accumulation of longtime 
service. It seems that these payments are overlapping. About these situation, I 
would like to express multi-wage system in Japan. 
 
The case of “Multi-Wage System” in TOYOTA Motor Corporations 
 

Toyota was established at 1937 with employees numbering 68,138 (2000), 
Products sales 120 billion dollars in 2000 and the production of car amounted to 
4.5 million vehicles in 2001.  There are several characteristics as follows.                    
《Paternalism》 CEOs Okuda Hirosi insisted that company which easy to cut 
number of employee will be lost reliability from his workers. So it will be difficult 
to retain worker when company need lots of eligible worker, as a result will be 
lose its competitiveness. And also he emphasize human development for 
building vehicles. There is management philosophy with human development. 

《Training in house》Toyota corporation was established Toyota Institutes for 
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human development system in 2002. The purpose was to educate knowledge, 
process and product improvement, manager training, and human 
development according the philosophy of Toyota Way. It has developed an 
internship system providing 2 or 4 weeks of working experience along with 
reports and lectures given without pay except for commuting fee, housing, and 
meals in order to promote company appeal and creative human development. 

For the general workers there is a professional human development 
program, for the manager there is challenging program, and the skilled worker 
has IkiIki plan which is linked with wages by objective appraisal. Their appraisal 
for competency wage depend on challenging and acknowledge and ability. 
《Wage》wage is determined by job survey and job evaluation for 4 hundreds of 
position. Promotion and increase of wages depends on global personal 
appraisal by MBO and perception of competency, which depends on evidence 
of understanding of the Toyota Way. 

Wage system is rather similar between white- and blue-color workers 
unlike US. Wages of white color workers are based on Job grade (50%) and 
personal achievement (50%). Wages of blue color workers are based on Job 
grade 30%, depending on experience 20%, and personal achievement 30%, age 
20%. In the case of blue-color workers, emphasis was on experience of the 
working period. Blue-color and white-color designation is not decided by job but 
by skill grade as follows. It shows skill development with working experience. 
Also even if at the same grade, workers have a different wage range because of 
appraisal for job function such as skills and solutions and teaching know-how. 
This system promotes to learning of skills on a long-term basis in both types. 
Table 3 
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Position W age G rade Base Salary Position W age G rade Base Salary

1 G rade Based on Base on

2 G rade Job G rade

Job G rade SX 2 G rade 30%

3 G rade Experience

50% 4 G rade 20%

Personal 5 G rade Personal

6 G rade Job Function

5 G rade Job Function 7 G rade 30%

6 G rade 8 G rade Age

7 G rade 50% Basic Skill 9 G rade 20%

4 G rade

EX

M id Skill

Profesional

W hite C olor Blue C olor

W age System  in TO YO TA

TO YO TA M O TO R C O RPO RATIO N in 2002.

Skill
O lerk

C X 1 G rade

3 G rade

Expert

 
In addition to, Toyota has competency management based on Personal Job 

function in wage system as followings table. 
① Competency appraisal for Manager is creative ability (20%), task force 

(20%), management (20%), Leadership (20%), popularity (20%). 
② Competency appraisal for professional employee is creative ability (10%), 

task force (10%), management (10%), Leadership (10%), popularity (10%) 
plus skill and knowledge (50%). 

Table 4 

M anager Staff

C reative ability 20 0

Perform ance for task 20 10

M anagem ent ability 20 10

Leadership 20 10

Reliability 20 10

Professional Know ledge 0 50

C om petency Appraisal (%)

TO YO TA  M O TO R C O RPO RATIO N in 2002.  

 
1  Job based Wage system in the United States 

 
In United States payment according to job system has spread since 1940. It 

has not had such a long history. Payment according to job description means a 
job grade which is graded according to position in those days. This style was 
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distinct to Japanese payment for function (sokuno kyu), which entailed 
evaluation for working period, achievement, and potential ability. 

This system required objective evaluation especially for white-color workers 
because the performance of white-color workers is not so clear as compared to 
blue-color workers. As a result, consulting corporations such as Hey Consulting 
Group take part in the establishment of the evaluation system in order to avoid 
the threat of litigation initiated by employee. 

According to BNA survey, US companies which has job-description system 
occupies 90%4, of those that employed the Hey System evaluation to defend 
against lawsuits from employees. Hey System employs for 9,000 companies and 
governments in about 40 countries. It has also spread through 40% of top 500 
companies listed in Fortune.  It evaluate elements of follows. 

Knowhow included knowledge, skill, experience, management and personal 
contact.  

The solution for analysis and creativeness means 8 level of freedom of idea 
and challenge under the non-routine work. 

Accountability is comprised of not only the responsibility of the position but 
also explanation and consequences of process. 

Table 5 
Know  H ow Know ledge Skill Experience M anagem ent Personal C ontact
Solution Idea level 1  2 3        4 5      6 7       8 C hallenging

Acountability Action Scope of position Influence to Achievm ent  
 
Case of Job based Wage system in Blue color workers ( NUMMI )  
 

Although we said that most US companies has “Pay for job system”, Merit 
rating for promotion is only limited white-color workers. We can recognize “pay 
for job wage system”in case of blue-color workers in NUMMI (New United Motor 
Manufacturing Incorporated). 

This company was established in 1984 with 50 / 50 investments with Toyota 
and GM, and is located in Fremont, California. This project testifies to the 
effectiveness of Japanese production system. The wage in Union members is 
same rate system without appraisal except maintenance worker. There is only a 
small raise automatically allotted according working period (each 6 month) 
without personal performance. 
Table 6 
                                                  
4 Bureau of National Affairs, “Wage and Salary administration” 1990. 
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N ew  Em ployee 13.39 U ntil 6 M onth 18.45

After 6 M onth 14.64 After 7 M onth 19.70

After 12 M onth 15.71 After 12 M onth 21.09

After 18 M onth 16.78 After 18 M onth 22.41

After 24 M onth 17.85 After 24 M onth 23.72

After 36 M onth 25.04

After 31 M onth 26.74

N ew  Em ployee 17.77 N ew  Em ployee 23.66

After 90 D ays 20.86 After 90 D ays 27.84

Team  Leader Plus 0.60

W age System  in N UM M I (US$ per hour)

Source : NUM M I  and UAW , Local Agreem ent in 1991, 2004.

 D ivision 1 ( Production W orkers )

1991 2004

 D ivision 2 ( G eneral M aintenance W orkers, Tool and D ie M akers )

 
 

The diversity of Wage system from Toyota in Japan is clearly divided with 
production and maintenance worker, although NUMMI adopted a rotation system 
in same division. It does not have a rotation system with production and 
maintenance like as Toyota in Japan. Therefore NUMMI workers have only 
experience but not learned solution skills for unusual operations like in Japan 
because the wage system was separated for each. Therefore the wage system 
in NUMMI, therefore, couldn’t count on Job range band because of a different 
skill capacity for each worker. 

 
         

The case of “Pay for Job” in Microsoft Corporation  
 
    As is well known, Microsoft was established at 1975 as 69 company of world 
wide with 28,209 of employee.  
The based salary was divided 5 grades and guaranteed but each grade has 
wide band for the experience of each employee.  
Table 7 
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Pay for Perform ance G rade 1 M
Pay for Job G rade 2 M

G rade 3 M
G rade 4 M

《　Perform ance Review　》 G
O bject on half year G rade 1

Review  of perform ance G rade 2
↓ G

Incentive Bonus G rade 4
Stock O ption G rade 5

Fixed Salary 　　→

W age Sytem
 in M icrosoft C orporation

M anager

O fficer

M SKK in 1999

rade 5 M

rade 3

 
 

An employment survey every year involves investigation of the morale of 
employees in such areas as satisfaction, teamwork, and career support and so 
on. Managers can provide feedback for action plan. 
Systems of payment for performance (Incentive Bonus by MBO systems) and 
payment for Job (fixed salary by Job grade). Fixed salary system basically 
doesn’t price down for each job. Performance review means MBO (Management 
by Objective) each half year and Incentive bonus and stock option is paid by 
performance review on annual basis. The long-term Incentive system has 
retirement allowance based on salary when there is retirement without corporate 
pension system.  

In Japan (MSKK established at 1998), employment is periodical but the 
wage depends on job grade. New hired employee started with same salary and 
there is an educational system in-house such as freshman training skill-up 
training, English training for TOEIC and so on. There used to be a housing 
allowance but at present it has been abolished in keeping with global 
standardization. 

In US (MS 1975), employment is mainly when jobs and talent are requested. 
So that it has performance Improvement Program ( PIP ) as follows. 
Manager commits idle employees to PIP who the must improve or resolve their 
problems during a period of 2 or 3 months. If not, employees may be subject to 
dismissal. Individuals at Microsoft are responsible for their own development. 
As we can see, MS has pay for job basically but it has changed to Broadband 
and Incentive system. 

        
2 New Trends of wage system in US 
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Most of US companies realized the weakness of a wage system based on 

Jobs as follows. 

Tim e and C ost for evaluation 24.5

Tanining of Assessm ent 50.5

Evaluation for Team  w ork 19.0

Standardization for evaluation 54.5

difficulty for differentials 36.3

no answ er 5.1

M inistry of Health,Labour and W elfare, 

Syuro Jouken Sogo C yosa 2004.

 Q uestionare is 5,300 com pany (78.5%)

Problem s of Job Evaluation (%)

 
 

So that Lots of US companies tried to employ flexible wage system to obtain 
job rotation such as new wage system. 
Table 8 

Pay for Skill Skill-Based Pay 55.0

Pay for Know ledgel Know ledge-Based Pay 55.0

Pay for Job Skill Skill Saraly　＋　Know ledge Saraly 55.0

Profit Sharing　1992 Servey 45.5

Achievm ent Sharing　1992 Servey 14.4

Personal Incentive 92.0

Team  Incentive 82.0

Stock O ption 86.0

Incentice for Long term ed Em ploym ent 86.0

Pay for C om petency Pay for Ability　1992 Servey 31.0

　Paul O sterm an, Securing Prosperity, Princeton University Presss, 1999,p61.

Pay for Achievm ent

N ew  Trends of U S W age System 　（％）　2002 Servey

Source ： Edwad Law ler Ⅲ “Pay Practices in Fortune 1000 C orporations” W orldatW ork Journal 12-4.

 
 

        Case of “Skill-based Pay”of blue color workers in GM 
 

GM (General Motors) was filed for bankruptcy in June of 2009. A new start 
was supported by the federal government after process of bankruptcy Law. 
This is the case of a skill-based payment system. This system was 
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introduced almost 25 yeas ago in 1981 because GM was not at the time no 
good in competition against cars produced in Japan and Germany. GM 
selected flexibility of workforce in job rotation and skill-up corresponding to 
FMS.  

It seems that this approach comes from Japanese personal ability system. 
Table 9 

Job Level Ｃｏｎｔｅｎｔ Job C ode M axim um  W age

Ⅰ New  Em ployee

Ⅱ 30 D ays

Team  m em ber m ust do

one job w ithin w ork Unit

Team  m em ber m ust do

every job w ithin w ork U nit

Level Ⅳ　Ｐｌｕｓ　

skill of another W ork Unit

Level Ⅴ　Ｐｌｕｓ　

Skill of another W ork Unit

Ⅶ Team  Leader in W ork U nit Ⅵ　＋　1.0

Skill Based Pay in G M  Flint 81 Factory ： Hour (U S$)

Source: Powertrain Flint C om ponents, Supplem ent to Local Seniority Agreem ent, 
February 10, 2000, p 15-16.

Ⅵ

8183 $21.57

8184 21.74

8185 21.82

22.16

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅴ

8186

 
This feature is as follows. 
①  Basement of pay is changed from job to person. 
� Apply for personal appraisal system in blue color worker. 
� Flexible multi-job with broadband 
� Approaching to Multi-Wage system in Japan 

        
Ⅳ The future of efficiency management 
 

As mentioned earlier, US wage system was getting similarity with Japanese 
salary system because “payment for Job” in US has lots of defects for working 
flexibility, human development and wage differentials This paper therefore has 
attempted to demonstrate effective labor management which is more relevant in 
wage system with working morale and loyalty in enterprise.  

 we encountered economic crisis from Lehman Brothers shock at Wall Street 
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of New York in September 2008. I think these problems result from a myopic 
vision of merit rating systems in US corporations under modern capitalism. In 
most Japanese companies, the annual income of CEOs is almost 500,000 US 
dollars in the company with capital assets of 10 billion yen or more. On the other 
hand, Richard S. Fuld who was CEOs of Lehman Brothers Holdings, which is 
associated with the beginning of this financial turmoil, had obtained a salary of 
350 million dollars during the preceding eight years. Even among CEOs of a big 
business, it is impossible for company to maintain labor morale and permanency 
of enterprise development under wage and evaluation system such as US styled 
payment for achievement. 
 In other word, as I explained companies in the US have short-term merit rating 
evaluation in contrast to the Japanese long-termed evaluation system with 
loyalty.  
    As we can see, most Japanese CEOs have a management philosophy to 
educate human development, such as the Toyota way. 
This is closely related the Wage System and OJT in human resource 
management. However, as observed in this research, both sides have 
approached each other recently. In the case of wage systems, most of American 
companies have employed payment for Job or payment for performance. On the 
other hand, Japanese companies have employed payment systems for skill of 
performance with human capability. Recently we can observe that both sides are 
approaching a multi-mixed wage system within the same company in order to 
maintain human resource development. I would like to suggest that a  payment 
system and human development program based on multi Job and skilled 
workers is especially effective with both white-and blue color workers. 

Therefore for any countries which have different cultural structures, I believe 
that long-termed Merit Rating System like Japanese efficiency management are 
becoming important for training and educating core workers and preserving 
morale and loyalty especially under the innovation. Therefore it is necessary for 
the wage system to create corporate loyalty tied to employees’ welfare in this 
economic situation such as the current one. 

 
Figure 1 
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N ew  Trends of Efficiency M anagem ent

Achievm ent System M yopic Evaluation Pay fo Job

US

Broadbanding Pay

Efficiency Em ploy by headhunt Skill by Experience

M anagem ent Longtim e Education

C orporate Loyalty

Ability System Longtim e Evaluation Pay for Ability

Japan

Breeding Em ploySkill D evelopm ent

Skill Training 

by Public Education

 by O JT  
 
                From Tomokazu Sakumoto, 

    PhD. of Business Management  
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